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We are SHIN Cà Phê, an ambitious 
Vietnamese coffee brand.

We are devoted to producing the best 
possible Vietnamese coffee to the world.

We explore, we accompany and we develop 
the coffee origin.

SHIN Cà Phê has the rare opportunity to be a fully integrated 
producer in a country of origin. We produce the best possible 
Vietnamese coffee. We ensure our coffee is created under the 
best conditions from the very start. We do all of this so you can 
experience new flavors. Our cafe is the platform for all of the 
rigorous work. Every detail counts.

Our people include Q-graders, certified coffee professionals. 
Farms are established, processing mill is strictly controlled and 
roasting factory is certified and equipped with EU technology.

We appreciate integrity, originality and teamwork.
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ROBUSTA GREEN COFFEE BEANS
Robusta grows in lower altitude and is mainly 
produced in Asia and Africa, with Vietnam 
being the leading producer. We mainly 
produce High-quality Robusta, also Fine 
Robusta and trade Commercial Robusta.

ARABICA GREEN COFFEE BEANS
Arabica is grown in the high altitudes, the 
history of Vietnamese Arabica started three 
centuries ago, and Cau Dat is the most famous 
origin. We established our own facility in Cau 
Dat, producing the Specialty Arabica. We also 
produce High-quality Arabica and trade 
Commercial Arabica.

OEM/ODM SERVICE
Our roasting factory is ISO, HACCP and HALAL 
certified, also equipped with EU technology. 
Our professionals are trained and recognized 
coffee experts. We offer on-demand 
processing services upto the capacity of 1,000 
metric ton per year.

ROAST AND GROUND COFFEE
We manufacture many types of roasted coffee 
such as Espresso blends, Pour-over blends, 
Filter blends. Coffee is highly appreciated in 
many supermarkets, hotels, restaurants, coffee 
shops and foreign markets.

COFFEE DRIP BAG
Aiming to the demand of a great cup of coffee 
with convenience, we offer a wide range of 
coffee drip bags including the classic blends 
for domestic market, the single origin blends 
for enthusiasts, also special blends for exports.
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FROM SEED TO CUP
Because we know the coffee you enjoy each day has taken a 
long journey to arrive in your cup. We control every step.

OUR CERTIFICATION
Our roasting and packing is certified and equipped with EU 
technology.

HACCP 
CODE:2003

HALAL MS 
1500:2019

ISO 
22000:2005

Bühler Coffee 
RoastMasterTM60

Ditting KF1800 
Industrial Grinder

Processing the cherries

Tasting the coffee Roasting the coffee Brewing the coffee

Planting Harvesting the cherries Drying the beans

Milling the beans
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ROBUSTA GREEN COFFEE BEANS

Country Viet Nam

Region Pleiku, Gia Lai

Elevation 600 - 700 M.A.S.L.

Varieties Robusta

Harvest October - January

Process Honey

Gia Lai is endowed with the basalt-rich soil 
and a savannah-tropical climate, fitting to 
produce the Robusta beans with the most 

distinctive flavour unlike anywhere else. The 
intercropping provides shade and wind 

shields for coffee trees and prevents water 
evaporation in the soil, helping them to 

develop well.

Honey Process
Only the ripe cherries are hand picked and 
then gathered for further processing. These 
coffees are honey processed and dried with 
100% mucilage intact on raised beds under 

plastic canopies. Favourable climate condition 
helps to ensure even drying in 20-45 days.

Tasting Notes
Roasted nuts, dark chocolate, brown sugar

Good body, sweet aftertaste
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Natural Process
Only the ripe cherries are hand picked. The 

ripe cherry is brought immediately to drying 
beds where it is laid out in single layers and 

further sorted for ripeness. The coffee is 
constantly turned throughout the day to 

ensure even drying, taking about 3 weeks 
depending on the weather.

Tasting Notes
Chocolate, winey notes, fruity

Nice acidity, sweet aftertaste, balanced

ARABICA GREEN COFFEE BEANS

Country Viet Nam

Region Cau Dat, Da Lat, Lam Dong

Elevation 1,400 - 1,500 M.A.S.L.

Varieties Catimor, Catuai, Typica

Harvest October - February

Process Natural, Washed

Cau Dat is known for and acknowledged as 
the best Arabica growing area in Vietnam. The 

history of coffee has started around three 
centuries ago. This  mountainous region 

features 1,500 m.a.s.l and all-year mildly cool 
temperature, how perfect the conditions for 

the Arabica coffee to thrive.

Fully Washed Process
The coffee was mechanically pulped and 
demucilaged. After the majority of pulp is 

removed this way, the coffee is washed with 
water to ensure the coffee is 100% clean. After 

the washing process, the coffee is sun dried on 
raised beds and turned constantly to ensure 

even drying.

Tasting Notes
Floral, sugar cane, milk chocolate

Bright acidity, balanced6



We are providing clients two types of
on-demand coffee processing

1. ODM (Original Design Manufacturer)
We advise and design the coffee products from 

the clients’ inquiry and market insights.

2. OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer)
With modern roasting facilities, we could 

roast the coffee under the specified 
requirements and standards by the clients.

Core activities include
Coffee R&D
Roasting
Grinding

Packaging
Quality control

OEM/ODM SERVICE

We are proud to be the coffee supplier 
for popular brands in Vietnam
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Wide range of choice
We manufacture many types of roasted coffee 

such as Espresso blends, Pour-over blends, 
Filter blends. Available in supermarkets, cafe 

shops, hotels, restaurants, and exports.

Vietnamese Regional Blends include

Coffee Blend Taste notes

Son La Blend Fruity, creamy, sweet 
aftertaste

Khe Sanh Blend Dried fruit, nutty, sweet 
aftertaste

Da Lat Blend Fruity, fried fruit, bright 
acidity

A Luoi Blend Roasted nut, balanced, 
sweet aftertaste
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Aiming at convenience but not compromising 
the cup quality

Our blends of premium Arabica, all 
Vietnamese-grown, are roasted by Buhler 

Roastmaster™60 to ensure the optimal quality 
control and enable consistency.

Ground coffee is packed in convenient drip 
bags (paper filter) for on-the-go good cups.

Available in Sachets and Combo Boxes

Vietnamese Regional Blends include
Son La Blend

Khe Sanh Blend
Da Lat Blend
Shin Blend

A Luoi Blend
Pleiku Blend
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Accompany
It’s difficult to find the right land but even more difficult to persuade farmers to 
change their planting methods. SHIN had been looking to cooperate with 
devoted partners and organizations to find the most effective methods to 
convince farmers on the new farming methods. After extensive efforts in 
training and supporting, farmers finally realized the value of coffee and 
learned how to grow the best coffee. For many years, SHIN has supported 
impoverished farmers by giving  training, good seeds and offtake agreement at 
good prices. This has always been a source of pride for SHIN. More than 
economic gain, SHIN has created an intangible heritage in the economy and 
the life of coffee farmers.

“Explore - Accompany - Develop” value chain

Coffee is one of the industrial crops in Vietnam that greatly influences the lives of many farmers. The question now is 
how do we improve the value of this typical agricultural product to increase incomes for people in coffee-growing 
areas? That is the main concern of coffee producers like SHIN Cà Phê. That is the start of the “Explore – Accompany – 
Develop” value chain.

Explore
SHIN Cà Phê travelled for many years to study, discover and test ways to plant 
high-quality coffee varieties. From these journeys, SHIN discovered many 
areas with favourable weather conditions to grow coffee such as Son La, Khe 
Sanh, Da Lat and A Luoi. In these areas, coffee trees had previously been 
chopped down because they did not yield economic potential. There were also 
coffee farms that died down because of the excessive use of chemical and 
non-selective harvesting methods.
It was a devastating situation, SHIN Ca Phe chose its own path by cooperating 
with specialized organizations to provide seeds and acquiring potential lands. 
They also worked alongside farmers to cut down old trees, renovate the land 
and plant new coffee varieties in new methods. Thanks to these efforts, the 
coffee-growing areas have been revived. Today, these gardens have regained 
their fertility and produced high-quality coffee.

Mutual development
SHIN represents the value chain resonated from the passion, knowledge, 
professionalism, perseverance of the founders and all employees, as well as 
the coffee farmers. The development of SHIN Ca Phe is not only about the 
number of shops opened,the spread of kindness but also world-class service, 
brewing and Management. SHIN realized early on that coffee can provide 
value in each and every stage of its production. Therefore, it’s important to 
create a network and community of specialty coffee farms to help the farmers 
generate income from their homeland. SHIN was born with that ambition. 
Now, SHIN still wishes to acquire customers by sincerity. 11



HOW TO GET A GREAT CUP EVERYTIME

To make your own cup of coffee is amazing, we are pleased to offer basic 
brewing instructions, everyone could follow these guides

@ShincaphevnSHIN Cà Phê

Find and follow us on popular social network for interested coffee stories and 
how-to
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PATH TO PERFECTION

Lot A12a, Road No.1, Hiep Phuoc Industrial Park, 
Long Thoi Commune, Nha Be District, HCMC
Tel: +84 28 3521 8989
www.shincaphe.com | contact@shincaphe.com

Order your SHIN Cà Phê coffees today to explore 
our Vietnamese coffee offerings.

Please contact us if you have any questions, we 
love to talk about coffee.

Business Development
phu.hm@shincaphe.com

+84.987.084.838 (VN/Viber/WhatsApp)

Please consider the environment before printing this document
Electronic copy could be downloaded at https://bit.ly/shincaphevn

Wechat ID: shincaphe

https://bit.ly/shincaphevn

